Letters to the Editor

V Code for Bereavement
To the Editor: It is difficult to understand the conclusions of
the recent article, “Is DSM-IV Bereavement Exclusion for Major
Depressive Episode Relevant to Severity and Pattern of Symptoms?
A Case-Control, Cross-Sectional Study.”1 The authors found that
those with a major depressive episode (MDE) excluded because
of criterion BE, the bereavement exclusion criterion, were more
severely depressed and that 2 symptom clues, suicidal ideation
and worthlessness, were more pronounced in the bereavementexcluded individuals. They admit in the discussion that physicians
failed to discriminate between individuals meeting all DSM-IV
criteria except the bereavement E criterion (the BE group) and the
MDE controls. What the study indicates, then, is that the French
practitioners who participated in the national cross-sectional study
to assess major depressive disorders did not apply the criteria listed
in DSM-IV, especially the poorly worded criterion E.
Having studied more than 200 recently bereaved and following
them prospectively, I conclude that the usual bereaved individual
has many of the symptoms of major depression in the first months
after a loss. These symptoms typically dissipate slowly over time,
but even at their worst, most do not have suicidal thoughts, feelings
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of worthlessness, or self-deprecation, and they do not have psychomotor retardation. DSM-IV indicates that if after 2 months the
bereaved have any of these symptoms, they should be considered to
have major depression. It is not surprising that a bereaved person
with major depression may have more symptoms than a depressed
person without a significant stress such as bereavement. Bereaved
individuals suffer; they feel sad, down in the dumps, depressed;
and can’t sleep or eat and may lose 40 pounds in the first months
(although most reluctantly admit that they subsequently regained
that weight). Their most lingering symptom is insomnia. For the
most part, they do not seek psychiatric care.2–7
If the criteria are confusing and delegate people seeking treatment after bereavement to a V code, it may be that the instructions
are poorly written and that criterion E for major depression should
be deleted, but the V code should remain.
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